
Planet Earthaturn  

 
Have you ever heard about Planet Earthaturn? If not read on! You 

will learn lots about this fascinating new discovery that might just be 

out of this world.  

 

Hidden away in the Andromeda galaxy, Planet Earthaturn is 

probably two light years away. Amazingly, the new discovery is in the 

Goldilocks zone (which is not too hot and not too cold.) Its Sun is the 

planetary Nebula. The Earth similarity factor for this Planet is 0.8, 

meaning it’s habitable.  

Appearance and Terrain 

 

Mar’s has a rocky terrain. However, Earthaturn’s is smooth. A 

gleaming, glossy purple surface makes the world look unique. If you 

look from a space eye view, you can see a 

magnificent ring like Saturn. Winding through 

the Planet is a glistening, diamond- like holy 

lake. Slowly, wimbo trees grow in rows at the 

river bank leaving a tunnel of trees. In clumps 

on this Planet, glowing green trees make little light like leading a 

tunnel for the Moon called Snowdrop. Because there is a famous 

forest called A million dreams, it creates a mass of greenery. The 

appearance is outstanding when you’re here. 

 



Climate and Atmosphere 

 

On Earthaturn, the highest temperature recorded was 24°C and the 

coldest temperature was -24°C (it has only happened twice.) Luckily, 

it has a thick atmosphere so people can breathe. Shockingly, once a 

month, spiritual water rains down onto this planet lasting 24 hours of 

wonder. This rain tastes delicious and is famous for how clean it is. 

Unlike Earth, Earthaturn’s weather is much better. It snows twice a 

month only leaving a thin layer but it feels like more. When the snow 

falls, it looks like crystals. This should be the best part –it doesn’t 

melt in your hands but when everyone is asleep. 

 

Life on planet 
You must be amazed by all these things.  

Recently, we have found six real people claiming they are called the 

Twilights. With their skin blue, purple and white they are sure to 

stand out of a crowd. They eat purple and blue vegetation which 

tastes delicious. Fresh dark green leaves are also what that they eat. 

Catlin’s - who are a mix of cats and kittens- live in the twilight’s 

houses. They drink magical lake water and ear special bushes of 

crystals!   

Batlins are found in caves and drink laddin, which is the caves water. 

Quietly, they eat on gold, gleaming minerals 

Rabbos are also purr-fect pets but live in cages of the glowing green 

tree logs. Also they drink magical lake water and they definitely eat 

purple vegetation, lots of it!  



. 

 

Interesting facts 

 Julia Jane Digby and Luna Maple Harpy found the planet on 

the 27th February 2017. 

 It’s thought to be the best place to live. 

  The space craft was called London 765. 

 This planet will grow and grow even there vegetation. Also they 

have found a new seed which will be fully grown in the next 

seven years. Hopefully. 

 

By Ava H 


